Australia first
under $300 COVIP
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Remember — all prices shown include sales
tax, postage and packing.
N.B. Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as a
business expense.
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-British made.
single key entry. Unique syntax check. Only
lines with correct syntax are accepted into
programs. A cursor identifies errors immediately, preventing entry of long and complicated
programs with faults only to discover them when
you run.
Excellent string handling capability — takes
up to 26 string variables of any length. All
strings can undergo all rational tests (e.g. comparison). The ZX80 also has string input to request a line of text; strings do not need to be
dimensioned. Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
FOR/NEXT loops nested up to 26. % ariable
names of any length. BASIC language also
handles full Boolean arithmatic, conditional expressions, etc.
Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows
modification of existing program lines. Randomise function, useful for games and secret
codes. Timer under program control. PEEK and

Until now, building your own computer could
cost you around $600 — and still leave you with
only a bare board for your trouble. The Sinclair
ZX80 changes all that. For just $295 you get
everything you need including leads for direct
connection to your own cassette recorder and
television. The ZX80 really is a complete,
powerful full-facility computer matching or surpassing, other personal computers costing much
more. The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC and
you could use it for anything from chess to running a power station.
Two unique and valuable components of the
Sinclair ZX80: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter
and the Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual.
The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter: offers
remarkable programming advantages — unique
`one touch' key word entry. The ZX80
eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing, Key
words (RUN, PRINT, LIST etc) have their own

ORDER FORM:
Quantity

Item

SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT (AUSTRALASIA) PTY. LTD.
308 High St., Kew 3101, Vic. Tel 861 6224.
Item Price
Total

Ready-assembled Sinclair ZX80
Personal Clomputer(s).
Price incl. ZX80 BASIC manual,
excl. mains adaptor.

$295.00

Mains Adaptor(s) (600Ma at 9V DC
nominal unregulated).

$

Memory Expansion Board(s) takes
up to 3K bytes.

$ 28.50

RAM Memory chips — standard 1K
bytes capacity.
\ ,
Sinclair LX80 Miniial(s) free with
every ZX80 computer.
I enclose cheque Bankcard/ Diners Club/Amex

$ 10.00
$ 15.00
TOTAL

LA I
Postcode
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VHF TV modulator.
Sockets for TV,
cassette recorder,
power supply.

Clock.

—J
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780-1 microprocessor - new,
faster version of the famous
Z-80 microprocessor chip,
widely recognised as the best
ever made.

SUPER
ROM.

9.50

Name
, Address

POKE enable entry of machine code instructions, USR causes jump to a user's machine
language sub-routine, High resolution graphics
with 22 standard graphic symbols. The Sinclair
teach-yourself-BASIC manual 96 page book free
with every kit.
Fewer chips, compact design, volume production means MORE POWER FOR YOUR
DOLLAR! The ZX80 owes its low price to its
remarkable design; the whole system is packed
onto fewer, newer more powerful and advanced
LSI chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance,
contains the BASIC interpreter, the character
set, operating system and monitor. And the
ZX80's I K byte RAM is roughly equivalent to
4K bytes in a conventional computer because the
ZX80's brilliant design packs the RAM so much
more tightly. (Key words occupy just a single
byte). You can add to the memory via the expansion port, giving a maximum potential of 16K.

BASIC ROM
Fantastic new options for

THE CHIP

a drop-in replacement for the existing 4K BASIC ROM, comes with a
new keyboard template and a supplementary operating manual.
Designed for high-level, full facility computing.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE --

AND ZX80 16K-BYTE RAM PACK

•
•
•
•
•

Complete module designed to provide massive add-on memory
capacity.
The 16K-BYTE RAM pack can be used for program storage or as
a database. Yet it costs up to half the price of competitive
additional memory.
Measuring 3 in x 3 in x 1.25 in approx., the RAM pack plugs
into the existing expansion port on the rear of the Sinclair ZX80
via an edge connector. No additional power supply is needed.

Full floating-point arithmetic to 9-digit accuracy.
Logs, trig, and their inverse functions, graph plotting facility.
Animated displays using PAUSE n.
Full set of string-handling facilities.
n dimensional arrays, cassette LOAD and save with named
programmes.

SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT (AUSTRALASIA) PTY. LTD.
308-312 High Street, Kew, Vic., 3101. Tel. 861 6224.
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Science of Cambridge Ltd, of the UK, has really come up with a
world-first with the Sinclair ZX80. It is easily the smallest and least
expensive computer available which will interface to a TV set and
cassette recorder. It features full BASIC operation with powerful
editing and single keystroke functions.
The Sinclair ZX80 computer would
have to be one of the most inexpensive
on the market today, especially considering that it has programming features
which would normally be found on only
the more expensive systems. To have
the machine up and running, a DC
power supply and television set is all that
Is required. A domestic cassette recorder
can also be used to store programs.
Measuring 175 x 35 x 218mm (W x H
x D) and weighing only 340g, the ZX80
with its own integral keyboard is very
compact. Housed in a white plastic case
held together with plastic rivets it gives
the general impression of lightweight
construction. However, the fibreglass
printed circuit board fortunately gives
structural strength to the case.
At the rear of the computer case are
three 3.5mm sockets for the DC power
supply, tape recorder microphone and

earpiece. An RCA socket is provided for
the RF modulator. Also a 46-way edge
connector pad is brought out carrying
the Address Bus and Data Bus, along
with the Z80 control lines. This bus can
provide for extra memory expansion
boards. Leads are supplied for the
cassette interface and RF modulator.
Opening the top cover to the computer case reveals a double-sided PCB,
filling the whole area of the case. The
touch sensitive keyboard is allocated the
first 70mm of PCB depth. The two major
ICs on the PCB, the NEC Z80 MPU and
the Sinclair Research "Super ROM", are
mounted in IC sockets while the remaining ICs, mainly 74LS TTL, are soldered
directly to the board. A small heatsink is
provided for the 5V regulator.
A crystal oscillator provides the
3.25MHz clock for the microprocessor
and the 1K of read/write memory con-

by JOHN CLARKE

sists of two 2114L RAMs. Incidently, the
RF modulator for the Australian version
operates at VHF channel 1.
We used the 600mA/9V DC plug pack,
which is available as an accessory, to
power up the computer. Connecting the
coax to our TV set, we were rewarded
with a reassuring curser, a black square
with a white letter K in it, at the bottom
left hand side of the screen. The screen
characters appear on a steady display in
reverse field video (black letters on a
white background). The full screen contains 32 columns by 24 rows of
characters.
One difficulty with using the ZX80
becomes immediately obvious. The
keyboard lacks tactile feedback, preventing the user from touch typing.
With a flat sheet of plastic as a keyboard
it is necessary to continually watch the
keys as they are pressed.
A further problem occurs when a key is
presSed and accepted by the computer:
the screen will lose synchronisation for a
short duration, producing severe flicker.
(This could perhaps be regarded as an
advantage for some, in that this flicker indicates that the key just pressed was
detected by the computer!)
Operating the cassette interface is
straightforward, just press SAVE to store
the program on tape and LOAD to
retrieve the program. It was necessary to
experiment with the volume settings of
the cassette recorder before the
SAVE/LOAD operation was completely
reliable and we suggest that you experiment with the storing of short programs
to perfect these settings before any
serious storage of programs is done.
Writing programs with the ZX80 can be
very quick, since the keyboard has what
Sinclair describes as "Key Word" entry.
This means that words such as LET, RUN,

Left: the Sinclair ZX80 in action. The
ZX80 is easily held in one hand, yet
features full BASIC operation and single
keystroke functions.
ELECTRONICS Australia, December, 1980
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Sinclair ZX80 home computer
PRINT, GOTO, LIST etc, are printed on
the screen with just one keystroke. This
can be done without the use of any shift
keys. Thus the syntax of the ZX80 BASIC
allows one key to serve the two functions of printing key words and letters.
Consequently letters cannot be used
directly after a line number since the
machine assumes that a keyword is
required.
Two drawbacks are evident from the
key word entry system. The first is that
LET is not optional as it is with many
other machines, but this disadvantage
is far outweighed by the fact that all
other key words are printed with only
one key stroke. The second drawback is
that only one instruction per line is
allowed.
Running programs can be a problem if
the quantity of printout expected will be
greater than the screen can hold. When
the screen is full from the printout of a
program, an error message will be
printed indicating a full screen. The only
way to overcome this problem is to test
for an approaching full screen and clear
the screen ready for the next screen of
display. This should be by way of a
routine placed before the print
statement.
All the available characters, including
reverse video for those available on the
keyboard, can be displayed with the use
of the CHR$ function and this includes
graphics and some characters not directly available from the keyboard. There
are 10 graphics characters accessible
directly with the keyboard and with their
reverse video gives 20 fairly standard
symbols found on most other personal
computers.

means that a syntax error has occurred.
This does not necessarily mean that
there is an immediate error, but just indicates a potential error. For example, at
the opening of quotation marks, an S will
appear in the cursor indicating that these
quotation marks will need to be closed
before the computer will accept the line.
At the acceptance of a program line,
the line is printed at the top of the screen
and a cursor points to the line just accepted. This cursor is called the current
line cursor. This cursor can be moved
either up, down or left and right to
facilitate editing a line. When the screen
is full, the current line cursor hits the bottom line and the listing scrolls from then
on.
When running the program, errors can
still occur, even though the syntax errors
have been removed. The program will

capability. Up to 26 string variables are
possible and can undergo all relational
tests. Two unusual string functions are
the TL$ (string) which returns the string
within the brackets less the first
character, and the CODE (string) which
returns the first character code number
of the string. Another string function, in
the form INPUT A$, can request a line of
text.
A unique and useful feature in the
ZX80 BASIC is the capability of the
GOTO statement to jump to a variable
as well as a line number. This can be a
powerful feature.
Only one statement per line is legal
with the ZX80, but lines of unlimited
length can be made in the form of extended boolean algebra expressions or
PRINT statements.
The ZX80 has many of the useful BASIC

ENTERING PROGRAMS
Microcomputers running interpreted
BASIC usually display error messages
when a mistake is encountered while
running a program. The ZX80, however,
will not accept a line which has a syntax
error at the programming stage, rather
than at the running of the program. Consequently the line will need correcting
immediately, before the machine will accept the line.
The cursor shows what the computer is
expecting to be entered next in the programming line. Initially, after the beginning of a program or new line, the cursor
displays a K. This indicates the computer
is expecting a keyword. After the line
number and keyword has been entered,
the cursor displays an L. This means the
computer is now expecting a character.
These two cursor symbols tell the
operator that the computer will print
either a keyword or character depending
on the state of the cursor. In other
words, it is an automatic shift.
Another cursor symbol is the S. This
128

A close up of the ZX80 personal computer. Features include a touch sensitive
keyboard, 1K of RAM, and an internal RF modulator for VHF Channel 1.
stop on encountering an error and list an
error code. The error code is displayed
as an error number followed by the line
number at which the error occurred.
Perhaps the biggest drawback with the
Sinclair ZX80 is that it will only perform
integer arithmetic with five functions
available: Plus, Minus, Multiply, Divide
and Power. Results of division calculations are always truncated towards zero.
For example, dividing nine by two gives
a result of four.
Sinclair have a routine in their
Operating Manual which allows floating
point arithmetic to be performed but it is
a little wasteful of the limited memory
space.
The ZX80 has much string handling

ELECTRONICS Australia, December, 1980

statements available on more expensive
machines. These are REM, RND, RANDOMISE, DIM, CLS, ABS and, to access
the machine level of the machine, PEEK,
POKE, and USR.
Sinclair claim that their ZX80 is faster
than all other personal computers when
compared with benchmark test programs. Subjectively, we found the ZX80
to be fast, but the fact that the machine
only operates with integers gives the
ZX80 a definite speed advantage over
floating decimal point computers, making this faster speed rather academic.
The Sinclair Operating Manual, called
"A Course in BASIC Programming," is
quite descriptive in the programming
features of the ZX80. It helps the begin-

CONCLUSION
ner to get started and operate the
machine effectively. For people wishing
to refine their BASIC programming,
however, the manual does not really
help. Either experience and practice will
produce a good programmer, in time, or
a good book on BASIC programming will
speed up the process. As far as hardware
information on the ZX80, this is given
minimal treatment.
To sum up, we must report mixed feelings towards this computer from Sinclair.
On the one hand it has many good
features, especially the time-saving software, and some quite unique additions
not found on other microcomputers. On
the other hand, though, the computer
has some shortcomings that render it
less effective than its special features
would indicate.
Clearly, the biggest feature is its very
low cost. It is easily the least expensive
BASIC personal computer which interfaces with a TV set. On that score, it just
cannot be beaten by any other cornputer on the market. 'So for those
wishing to learn BASIC programming for
a small initial outlay, the ZX80 must be
considered.
Memory expansion boards are
available and many programs are
available on cassette, ranging from

Inside the Sinclair ZX80. Unlike other
computers, the ZX80 will not accept a
line which has a syntax error at the programming stage.
games to education to utility packs.
Suggested retail price of the Sinclair
ZX80 is $295, which includes the ZX80
Basic manual and sales tax. Our review
sample came from Rod Irving Electronics, 425 High Street, Northcote, Victoria. The Sinclair ZX80 is distributed in
Australia by Sinclair Equipment
(Australasia) Pty Ltd, 308 High Street,
Kew, Victoria, 3101.
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Connect
to your
tv* &you're read
to go!
The MicroAce is not just another
personal computer. Apart from
the exceptional low price it offer:
two uniquely advanced
components; the powerful BASIC
interpreter plus the simple teach
yourself BASIC manual.
Comes complete with everything
you need to build your personal
computer at home — PCB with
IC sockets for all IC's, case, lead:
for direct connection to cassette
recorder and television etc.

Complete
kit including
UHF Modulator
3ASIC language
Exceptionally powerful edit facilities,
allows modification of existing program
lines
Randomise function, useful for games
and secret codes etc.
High-resolution graphics with 22 standard
graphic symbols
All characters printable in reverse under
program control
Lines of unlimited,length

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS

NSW: 145 Parramatta Rd AUBURN 648 0558: 613 Princes Hwy BLAKEHURST 546 7744; 818 George St BROADWAY
211 3777; 531 Pittwater Rd BROOKVALE 93 0441;147 Hume Hwy CHULLORA 642 8922, 162 Pacific Hwy GORE HILL
439 5311: 30 Grose St PARRAMATTA 683 1133; 125 York St SYDNEY 290 3377; 263 Keira St WOLLONGONG 28
3800. 171-173 Maitland Rd, Tighes Hill NEWCASTLE OPENING SOON, ACT: 96 Gladstone St FYSHWICK 80 4944;
OLD: 166 Logan Rd BURANDA 391 6233: 842 Gyrnpie Rd CHERMSIDE 59 6255; SA: 60 Wright St ADELAIDE 212
1962; VIC: 399 Lonsdale St MELBOURNE 67 9834; 656 Bridge Rd RICHMOND 428 1614, Cnr Dandenong & Springvale
Rds SPRINGVALE 547 0522. WA: 414 William St PERTH 328 6944. Cnr Wharf St & Albany Hwy CANNINGTON 451 866

Mail Order Centre: PO Box 321, Worth Ryde, NSW 2113, Ph. (02)

888 3200

connects to your UHF TV)

Cat. K-6500
P&P $5.50

°"`" s199

*If you want to operate
with a VHF TV we have
a VHF modulator for
Cat. K-6040
$4.96
Power supply to suit
Cat. M-9560 . . . $12.95

MicroAce Z-80 computer kit from the USA
There is no question that the prices of computers are dropping all the
time. It is now possible to obtain a complete computer in kit form
which can be programmed in BASIC 'for under $200. The MicroAce
is the system in question and it can be connected to any standard TV
set.

We reviewed the Sinclair ZX80 computer in our December, 1980 issue.
While reporting on some shortcomings
of the system, our reviewer concluded
"Clearly the biggest feature is its very low
cost. It is easily the least expensive BASIC
personal computer which interfaces with
a TV set. On that score, it just cannot be
beaten by any other computer on the
market." At that time the Sinclair ZX80
was selling for $295.
Things move quickly in the Micro
world, and today our statement is no
longer true. MicroAce, the United States
licensees of Sinclair Research, have
come out with a kit computer which is
identical in every respect to the Sinclair
ZX80, but which Dick Smith sells in
Australia for $199.
Since the MicroAce computer uses the
same hardware and software as the
ZX80, readers can refer to our December
review for these details. The plastic case
of the MicroAce is black, the Sinclair
machine is white — this is virtually the
only difference between the two, except
for the price!
For those who haven't seen the
previous review, the MicroAce is housed
in a plastic case measuring 175mm x

35mm x 218mm (W x H x D), and all up
it weighs just 340g. An integral touchsensitive keyboard occupies 70mm of
the PCB, and sockets at the rear of the
case provide for DC power and cassette
connection. A video modulator on the
board allows the computer to be connected to any TV set, and there is a
46-way expansion connector carrying
the ZX80 address, data and control lines.
Versions of the computer are available
with either 1K or 2K of RAM. The BASIC
interpreter resides in a 4K ROM and
makes extensive use of code compression techniques to make the most of the
limited memory available. Program
statements are entered with a single keystroke, and the computer is programmed to catch syntax errors at the time the
program is entered, rather than at execution time.
In addition to circuit board, cornponents and case, the MicroAce kit includes a UHF modulator, an antenna
splitter which allows the family television
set to be switched between the antenna
for normal program reception and the
computer video output, and cables and
plugs for making connections to a
cassette recorder. A VHF modulator is

available for use with a television set
without a UHF tuner. Also separately
available is the 9V plugpack for DC
power.
Accompanying the kit is a BASIC
manual which also includes intructions
for assembly, circuit diagrams and an introduction to the MicroAce. The
assembly instructions are general,
without step-by-step procedures, but the
experienced constructor should have no
trouble putting the kit together. The
beginner will need to brush up on

This is what the finished unit looks like.
All you need to build it is some solder
and a small soldering iron.

soldering techniques before starting
assembly.
As a kit the MicroAce is very well
presented. The 205mm x 158mm circuit
board is of heavy duty fibreglass, and is
double-sided with plated through holes.
White outlines and labels on the component side of the board identify the position of each part, and a solder mask
prevents problems caused by splashes of
solder etc. Sockets are provided for all
but three of the ICs in the kit.
All in all the MicroAce kit looks like a
winner. Its 4K integer BASIC, keyboard
program entry and "error-proof" syntax
indicators make it well-suited for those
just learning programming, and certainly
the price is right.
The MicroAce kit is available from Dick
Smith Electronics branches and re-sellers
in all states.
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